Regulatory Developments in the Montenegrin Energy Sector
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State Level

- Amendments to the energy law

- Remit transposing

- The undersee cable Mne/It was officially released on November 15
Energy Regulatory Agency – Montenegro

Activities within the Agency

- The Agency approved Regulatory Allowed Revenue for Montenegro Electricity Transmission System (CGES), Montenegrin Power Distribution System (CEDIS) And Electricity Market Operator (COTEE)
- Rules for long term capacity allocation on MNE/IT board and rules for daily capacity allocation on MNE/IT board has been approved by the Agency
- CGES submitted for approval set of rules:
  
  *Rules for annual and monthly auctions for transmission capacity allocation at the border of regulated areas EMS AD Beograd and CGES AD Podgorica,*
  *Rules for daily auction for transmission capacity allocation at the border of regulated areas EMS AD Beograd and CGES AD Podgorica and*
  *Rules for interdaily transmission capacity allocation at the border of regulated areas EMS AD Beograd and CGES AD Podgorica*

- On the occasion of the completion of the project Technical Assistance to Regional Energy Market Connectivity in the Western Balkans, the EC Secretary organizes the Closing event scheduled to take place on 5 December in Montenegro – Tivat.
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